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Smart software implementation 
for an agile world 

Straight talking 
software implementation 

Focussing first on specific areas of need, we get to know our customers and understand how we

best work together to deliver effectively into the future. Our relationships develop into lasting

partnerships as trust grows in our delivery capability – influencing each other to get the best out

of working together

Our honest and open approach with customers ensures that projects are delivered with no surprises, which is a

significant contributor to building trust and a lasting relationship.

Alchemy Technology Services is a global centre of excellence for insurance software systems integration

and associated professional services. 

 

We have deep industry expertise and knowledge and deliver outstanding levels of consultancy to support

the digitisation of the global insurance industry.



Core Services
We are a technology specialist who works with

medium and large businesses in the insurance,

financial and technology sectors.

Our point of difference is that we partner year-

round with businesses to deliver their specific

software and technology objectives through

highly skilled consultants and analysts with the

highest matched degrees of qualification.

From software implementation, BAU,

consultancy and project management, our

unique working culture and working model

makes us the natural choice for progressive

transformative organisations, SIs and technology

companies.



We have deep industry expertise and knowledge

and deliver outstanding levels of consultancy to

support the digitisation of the global insurance

industry. 

 

Our relationships develop into lasting

partnerships as trust grows in our delivery

capability – influencing each other to get the

best out of working together.

 

Our honest and open approach with customers

ensures that projects are delivered with no

surprises, which is a significant contributor to

building trust and a lasting relationship.

A transparent relationship
committed to success



Our people are our Gold
We offer access to a pool of skilled and

experienced resources in the specialisms

you need. With our flexible training model

our people are  professionally trained and

these certifications are kept relevant and up

to date.

Our business model includes the ability to

carry a bench to rapidly respond to our

clients changing needs.

 

Our well-rounded teams integrate

seamlessly into any project, anywhere in the

world. They will become part of the fabric

of your organisation.

 

Our delivery leads, technical consultants,

business analysts and testers have a track

record of seamlessly integrating and

partnering with insurers’ internal teams and

other system integrators.
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